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EVALUATION

The present contract provides basic theoretical and experimental i.1-

formation on some of the fundamental material properties of CCD de-

vices such as noise sources due to surface states, and high field and

interband ionization effects which limit the performance of such de-

vices in implementing signal processing functions. The results ob-

tained will be useful in enhancing the performance of and defining the

limitations of such devices as to speed of operation, dynamic range,

and functional density.

Related TPO # and Title: 4 - Technology/D - Solid State Devices

Sub-Thrust # and Title: 2 - Signal Processing Devices
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I. INTRODUCTION I

A number of fundamental materiaL properties which limit the

performance of silicon charge coupled levices for signal processing

are investigated in this program. To get a wide dynamic range, the

noise sources must be identified and reduced. To increase the frequency

of operation, the basic limitations on the charge transfer speed and charge

transfer efficiency must be assessed. This report gives a summary of

the studies which aimed at understanding some of these basic limitations.

To facility the study of noise, especially at low frequencies in

MOS transistor and CCD structures, a hardware computer-controlled noise

correlation processor was built. Its design, error analysis and operation

were described ina published RADC report [1] and a sunmary is give in

section II in this final report.

The 1/f low-frequency noise is generated mainly in the output MOS

transistor stage of a CCD. For the CCD transfer stages, the dominant

noise source is the random thermal generation and capture or trapping of

electrons (in n-channel CCD) at the SiO 2-Si interface states. A detailed

review of the CCD noise literature is given in a second RADC report [2]. In

section IV, a summary of the interface trapping noise is given which ex'2-22ds

previous work on thermal emission noise to random capture noise as

well as noise due to incomplete filling of the interface states for

low and moderate capture rates.

The ultimate transfer speed in CCD is limited by two dominant high

electric field effects which occur when the gap and gate lengths are

reduced to shorten the charge transfer time. These are the mobility

reduction due to the increasing electron energy loss to phonons in high

electric fields and the interband impact ionization or electron-hole pair

production in high electric fields which obscures the zeros and which

also contributes noise.
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In section 1II, the effect of high field mohbi . reduction on

the charge transfer speed 4 i:-iyzed and the use of appropriate hot

electron irfusivity is discussed. The ultimate transfer speed

limitation by high electric fields is discussed in section VII which

shows its dependence on gate length, mobility reduction, drift velocity

saturation and impact ionization effects.

A third hign field effect is actually beneficial. This is the

reduction of the thermal capture rate of electrons at the interface

states in high fields. This would reduce the interface trapping noise

as well as transfer efficiency. It is discussed in section IV.

Fundamental measurement methods are described in section V and VI

to characterize the interface states in surface channel CCD's and bulk

deep levels in buried channel CCD's. The small-signal equivalent circuit

model is described in section V and is used to obtain the density of

states and the thermal emission and capture rates of electrons and holes

at the interface states from MOS admittance measurements. in section VI,

the voltage stimulated capacitance transient spectroscopy (VSCTS), an

improved DLTS (Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy), is described as a

method to determine the recombination parameters of electrons and holes

at impurity levels and ion-implantation-damage levels in the bulk of

silicon.
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II. NOISE CORRELATION PROCESSOR

2.1 Introduction

A hardwired noise correlation processor has been designed, built

and tested. The correlator consists of a high speed noise data

sampler and multiplier. Noise data can be sampled at selected sample

rates (up to 200 KHz) and selected number of samples (up to 16384

samples). These data are then processed by the high speed multiplier

and stored in the memory of the processor. They are then clocked into

the memory of the Wang 720C programmable desk calculator for further

analysis and plotting. The details of design, error analysis and

operation of the noise correlator was reported in a previous

report [I]. The results are summarized in the next sub-section.

2.2 Experiment Results

A detailed block diagram of the correlator is shown in Figure 2.1.

The instrument has several convenient features such an input overload

and output ready indicators, adjustable clock, adjustable output gain,

adjustable number of samples, and an output recirculate mode for

oscilloscope display. Oscilloscope photographs of actual correlator

calculated autocorrelation functions are shown in Figure 2.2 for sinu-

sodal, square wave, white noise and Lorentzian noise inputs. The upper

trace in each case is the autocorrelazion function and the lower trace

is the input signal.

Figures 2-3 and 2-4 show plots of the correlator-calculated auto-

correlation function and the subsequent calculator-calculated power

spectrum. The input signal here is Lorentzian noise with a 
2/[i+(f/f )

0

Spectrum. There is some scatter, but a three point average shown in
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Figure 2.5 gives a smooth curve with little loss in frequency resolution.

In fact, the small filter hump at about 600Hz is still retained.

2.3 Summary

Various sources of error were considered in designing the

correlator in order to get the most efficient system in terms of speed,

accuracy, size, cost and convenience. These included high frequency

aliasing, low frequency resolution, A/D conversion, finite time,

finite sampling and quantization. The final correlator uses the incomplete

correlation method and four bit input resolution. This system combines

the high-speed, dedicated front-end processor (the correlator) with a

flexible general purpose computer which can be a calculator, minicomputer

or microcomputer.
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III. iOT ELECTRON EFFECTS IN CHARGE TRANSFER

3.1 ?roblem Identification

Che charge transfer process in short-gate surface-channel

charge-zoupled devices is mainly governed by the fringing electric

field which can be as high as 5 x 104 v/cm [3,41. Electric fields of

this magnitude heat up the charge carriers to kinetic energies of

several thousand degrees, far above the lattice temperature. This is

known as the hot electron effect [5]. One of the consequences of the hot

electron or high field effects is the reduction of mobility and

diffusivity due to the increased scattering rate. This could cause drift

velocity saturation and limit the charge transfer rate. Trapping noise

due to the interface states in CCD devices is also affected by the presence

of the high electric field. The high electron temperature or the shifted

electron distribution in energy in the conduction band will drastically

affect and usually reduce the thermal capture rate of electrons at the

interface states. The high electric field will also increase the thermal

emission rate of trapped electrons at the interface states due to

lowering of the trap potential barrier by the electric field.

In addition, due to the high carrier temperature and electric field,

it is possible to cause interband impact generation of electron-hole

pairs. This can impose limits on the gate and gap lengths and gate

voltages of CCD structures. Trapping noise is considered in

section IV. A computer model was developed to provide a quantitative

evaluation of the hot electroui effect. This is described next.
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"-,. SOI -

Figure 3.1 The CCD structure used in the computer model.

3.2 Theoretical Model

The structure of the transfer gates used ii the model is shown

in Figure 3.1. We are only concerned with charge transfer between

transfer gates. The input and output stages of the CCD are not

considered here. The relevant equations are:

(i) The continuity equation

q - 3 - (3.1)

(ii) The current equation

J = q y-(Dn) + q;.nE. (3.2)

(iii) The Poisson equation

V2 D 0, for O< z< z (3.3a)

2
E7 S = q (n - NI), for zox z (3.3b)

Equation (3.1) through (3.3) are solved simultaneously subject

to the boundary conditions given in reference '31. Equation (3.2) is

aiprcpriate % Jr iescribing hot electron phenomena and was first
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derived by Stratton [6], who assumed that the scattering rate does not

depend on the position x. In the case of a position dependent scattering

rate, the approach of Sah and Lindholm has to be used [7].

The parameters in equations (3.1) through (3.3) are normalized

according to Table 3-1. This is equivalent to setting c 1 i and q = I
5

in Equation (3.1) to (3.3). In Table 3-1, i 0 and D are the zero field

mobility and diffusivity. The numerical values of the parameter used

in the calculations are also given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Definition of Normalized Symbols

Parameter Symbols Normalized to Value

Length x,z -/ skTL/e N 1.30E+3 A
D TB L A

Time t X e/,okDTL 9.34E-12 s

Potential kBTL/e 2.58E-2 V

Concentrations n,p,N I  NAXD 1.30E+10 cm-3

Electron Temp. T TL 3.OOE+2 K

Mobility u U 7.OOE+2 cm2 /V-s0

Diffusivity D D 1.81E+1 cm2/s0

To further simplify the calculation, we approximate the

inversion layer by a sheet of electrons. Thus, Equations (3.3a)

and (3.3b) become

72p = 0 0 i z < z (3.4a)

72D = qn(x)3(z) z o z < b (3.4b)qn~x)5(z) ox

S= 0 b < z < (3.4c)

Here, b = z d + Zox and z d(t) is the thickness of the silicon surface

space charge layer under the gate where the charges are transferred.

The advantage of Equation (3.4) over (3.3) is that (3.4) can be
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solved using Fourier expansion of instead of the finite difference

method so that substantial saving in computing time is achieved. Our

results for the fringe field have been compared with the exact results

of Carnes, Kosonocky and Ramberg [8]. It is found that the minimum

fringe field as obtained from Equation (3.4) agrees within 20 percent

with the exact results from using equation (3.3). Elsewhere, the

fringe field values are closer to the exact solution than the minimum

value case. Two additional simplifications are used. They are described

as follows. The potential between the gates at z = 0 was assumed to

vary linearly. Therefore, potential barriers do not exist between the

gates. This approximation is good for gap length <lm [9] as considered

here. For larger d, the approximation generally breaks down. The

second simplification is that zd(t) is taken to be a constant parameter.

The value for z d(t) does not affect the results significantly for

short-gate CCD's. The results presented change less than 2 percent if

z d is varied by a factor of two. The actual values of z d is determined

by NI, VG and n(x,t).

In order to obtain the numerical solutions of the system of

equations given by (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4), the electric field

dependencies of the mobility and diffusivity must be known. The

diffusivity is given by D = (kT/q)o, where Te = T e(E) is the electron

temperature of the Maxwellian distribution and u = w(E). The diffusivity

does not depend strongly on electric field since a decrease of mobility

with electric field is compensated for by an increase of electron

temperature. Thus in our calculations, we take D(E) = D0 , the zero

electric field diffusivity. This is a good approximation for the

diffusivity value measured in the bulk [6, 10, I1]. Elaid et al [41
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used a diffusivity given by D = (kBTL/q)p where TL is the lattice

temperature. This clearly underestimated the diffusivity when

Te" T .

The electric field dependence of mobility can be calculated from

the following power balance equation where c equals electron kinetic enercy

<JE> = <3/t>n (3.5)

The rate of energy loss to the lattice <at/;t> for low electric

field T = T and for T = 300 K may be approximated by the two-
e L L

dimensional formula, since we approximated the electron distribution

in the silicon surface space charge layer by a two-dimensional sheet

as in Equation (3.4b). This equation was given by [12]

.80-9
<3/t> x [(T /TL - 1] Watt (3.6)

where the bulk electron-intervalley phonon coupling constant is used.

In the region of high electric field when Te  3 T , an alternate

formula is used. The high field formula is

-9<3e/3t> = 9.64xi0 vTe/T L  Watt (3.7)

This is a three-dimension formula for energy loss to intervalley

phonon3. The electron-intervalley phonon coupling constant from

Jacoboni et al [11] was used. The spatial dependencies of electron

temperature, T e, ;ire computed from Equation (3.5), (3.6), or (3.7).

In addition, we need the dependence of mobility on electron

temperature in order to obtain its electric field dependence. The

explicit formula is a complicated integral over the Maxwellian

dLs tribution, e:;(-E/k T ), where E is the kinetic ener.y oft

B e

electron, since both the acoustic and intervally phonon scattering
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are important in determining the momentum or mobility relaxation time.

This is further compLicated by icattering from impurities and oxide-

silicon interface imperfections. To use the explicit formula woull

increase the computation time by one order of magnitude. Inzteac z;,,

following approximation is used for c(E)

U a0 [i + (E/Ec) 2 -1/2 (3.8)

Here E is the critical field. This is a good approximation at low
c

field when E <E and the electric field effects on charge transfer
c

and noise are not important. It also predicts the observed velocity

saturation at high electric field, wfen E>-E .' C

The critical field was determ:ned by numerical estimates which

showed that Te at E = E is about 2T . Thus taking D = Do , Te = 2TL'

and using Equations (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8), we find

E c - (sign E)'(kB T L/2n)'(2n/x)

+ v/(k BT3n/ x)
2 /2qn + 2.8xlO-9/(q 0 /12) (3.9)

For very high surface potential values, E also depends on the surface

potential [14]. This dependence is not considered here. Ener-y

transport in the x-direction is neglected. This is important oni;.

for extremely large values of 3T /3x.e

The system of equations was solved by the following iteration

procedure. The Laplace solution of the electrostatic problem is

first obtained by setting n(x) - 0 in Equation (3.4), and using the

Fourier series expansion of the potential given by

yt )exp(tkmz)sin(kmx) (3.10a')
Mal
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This is similar to the method of reference [81 but it differs in that

they considered only the case of zd" . The solution of the Poisson

equation, 7 2 1 (q/e)n(x,t)6(z) is added, which is approximated by

[3, 14]

(zo /Ko) (z/csi)

-qn(x,t) (z '- (3.10b)T I , ) + ( /, siC
ox ox dsi

- -qn(x,t)(z ox/: ox) (3.10c)

The approximation given by Equation (3.10c) holds if (z ox/ ox)<<(z d/si).

This approximation reduces the transfer time by 5 percent at most but

it considerably reduces the computation time since the boundary z =

used in the charge-free solution, & (x,zt), is then independent

of '(x,z,t). The potential is given by

(x,z,t) =  (x,z,t) + ( (x,z,t) (3.11)

n carrying out the calculations, it was necessary to take more

than 400 terms in the Fourier series expansion, Equation (3.10a), to obtain

0.1 per:ent accuracy in the potential, t. The electric field is then

calculated from E = -' , x using the solution given b" Ecuation (3.11).

This is used in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) which are then solved by the

finite difference method as described in [a]. The electron density

at the text time step, n(x,t + &t) is then obtained. It is used in

Euatior (3.10c) to give a new ( Ix,z,t+At) , and a new total potentiol,

?:,z.t- ). The new potential is then used to calculate thc electric

field and electron density for the next time step. This procedure is

repeated until all the charges in the initial distribution n(x,t=O are

transferred from one 4ate to the adjacent gate. This requires 3bcut

3 x 104 normalized time steps.
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In several calculations, the final steady-state carrier

distribution or potential, * (x.z,t- ), was used as the initial

carrier distribution. However, an approximate initial carrier

distribution was found to give better that 5 percent accuracy in

the computed transfer time for the smallest gap and gate used which

are 0.5 and I :m respectively. The accuracy is better for the other

parameters and jr the transfer times of larger gap and gate lengths.

This approximate intial ,harge distribution has an edge distribution

of n(x) = 2n(O)/[l + exp(x/.)] where A = (L+d)/30 and x - 0 is the

edge of the gate. Most of the numberical computations made use of

this initial charge distribution in order to reduce the computation

time by a facto: of two. Finally, it should be pointed Cut that it

is incorrect to use - L;(E) for all times as was done in [4]. As t-"

Equation (3.9) gives a very large E so that Equation (3.8) givesc

= 0 at the end of the transfer when J = 0 and T TL"

3.3 Numerical Results and Discussion

The following values for the various device parameters were

used in the numerical calculations: z = 10- 5 cm, d = 0.5x10 -4 cm.

T L  S 300 K, ES , 11.7cO and z = 3.9t O, zd = b - z = 10 - 4 cm,

0 = 700 cm 2/v-s, Do = 18.1 cm2/s. The saturation velocity was

4 x 106 :m/s and the difference in gate voltage between adjacent

electrodes during transfer is 10 V.

Figure 3.2 shows the transferred charge density as a function

of position along the interface at four times. Figure 3.3 shows the

charge densiLy as a function o! time at three posicion,. Figure 3.4

shows the coefficient ' versus transfer time. fl is defined as the ratio

of charge left behind under the storage gate to the initial charge
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under the same gate when no interface states are present. Curve 1

neglects the heating of the charge carriers completely. Curve 2 is

calculated after using the formulation of reference [4] where hot

carrier diffusion is not included properly, and Curve 3 is calculated

as described in the previous section using a constant diffusivity

D = D(E=O) = D . The largest effects are caused by the mobility

reduction as already noted in reference [4]. Figure 3.5 shows the

electron temperature under two transfer gates of 10-4 cm.

GATE %V, 0 V 5ATE______

60~-
40 -. , O 7n 1

200
0-'75 0 -075

X [ m!

Figure 3.5 Electron temperature below the transfer gate for
a gate length of 1 im at two transfer times.
Carrier concentration is n-2.5xl0 cm- 2 .

At thermal equilibrium, the mass action law requires that
0 0 0 0 0  0O
e cns C nsNcexp(- /"T). But ens = a exp(- /kBT) so that / ns = Nc

19 1.5 -3
2.5xlO (T /300) cm . At high electric fields such as those

encountered in the CCD :ringe field region ( 10 5V/cm), the thermal

emission rate increases only slightly which can be largely accounted

for by lowering of the trap potential. !he field dependence of

the frequency factor 'a' is expected to be weak [151. Thus the main hot

electron effect is the -eduction of tie zapture rate. This effect :-an

be characterized by replacing the latice temperature by the electron
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temperature, i.e. a/c n 2.5xlO 9 (T e/T )L1 . This dependence can

be understood in terms of Lax's cascade theory [16]. Using the

Maxwellian distribution, this formula fits the experimental observation

in bulk silicon quite well.

The electric field and the carrier temperature are generally

complicated functions of space and time. The time dependence of the

electric field near the end of the gate where the charge is transferred

to the next gate is shown in Figure 3.6 for three carrier densities.

0.

S C

6 10" iI i

0 005 010 0 5 020 025

Figure 3.6 Electric field versus time during transfer
at the end of the transfer gate. Gate

length is L = 2 4m

These results show that the electric field is nearly independent of time

only for very small carrier density, n. For this case, an average

capture rate can be computed from
- - I nL

c L L [Cns (E)/c ns(0)]dx (3.12)

which is plotted in Figure 3.7 as a function of gate length. For large L,

c is close to unity since the electron temperature is high only in a small

region near the gap between the gates. For small L, c is less than unity.

The decrease in the electron capture rate at small L causes a reduction

in both the interface trapping noise and transfer inefficiency due to

carrier trapping by interface states.
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- 1

Figure 3.7 Normalised average

5caputre coefficient versus the
* gate length. Parameters used

are given in the text.

4 3, 4

GATE 'ENGT. (

3.4 Summary of Results

In summary, the heating of the charge carriers in CCD's affects

the device performance as follows:

(1) The transfer speed is considerably reduced because of the

reduction of the mobility as already pointed out by Elsaid et al [4]

and shown in Figure 3.4. Diffusion transfer becomes important only

near the end of the transfer period.

(2) The noise and the transfer inefficiency due to carrier

trapping by interface states are reduced due to decrease in electron

capture rate which is only important at short gate length.

One of the major assumptions in our calculations was that the

charge carrier heating is statiunary, i.e. the time involved is longer

than the energy relaxation time which was found to be in the order of

10- 12 s both experimentally and theoretically for silicon at high

electric field [11]. In Figure 3.5, we see that for gates of I -.m

this condition is barely valid. The calculation for non-stationarv

heating is much more involved. One expects a large range of ohmic

mobility and therefore faster transfer [171.

o
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IV. TRAPPING NOISE IN CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

4.1 Problem Identification

Trapping noise due to random transitions of electrons and holes

at interface states has been investigated by several authors [18-211.

The mean square fluctuation of charge per unit area was given by

<q2s>/A = qkTNT Zn2. (4.1)

NTT S is the areal density of inteiface states per eV averaged over the

energy gap. A is the active device area. q is the elctron charge

(l.6x10- 19 Coulomb). kB is the Boltzmann constant. T is the absolute

temperature. Equation (4.1) is the noise accquired by a charge packet

in a single transfer and it is based on the following assumptions.

(i) Only thermal emission of trapped electrons and holes are
included. Random thermal capture events are ignored.

(ii) Time and space variation of electron density during the
charge transfer are neglected.

(iii) Complete charge transfer is assumed.

(iv) Interface states are assumed filled to the equilibrium
level.

The last assumption was removed by Carnes and Kosonocky [21]

whose numerical solutions for high clock frequencies can be approximated

by the following equation.

<q2 >/A = qkBTNT sCv2 (c n/fc) (4.2)ssB T s c

This result has an additional factor, (cnsn/fcl), over the simple solution

given by; Equation (4.1). This is the fraction of the interface states

which are filled when thermal emission begins.

In this section, the other three neglected factors listed above

are analyzed using the space-time dependence obtained in secicn i .
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4.2 Theoretical Analysis

When the assumptions are all removed, the simplified mean

square fluctuation of charge per unit area, given by Equation (4.1),

is generalized to the following approximate form.

<q 2>/A qkBTN F (4.3)
55 B TTS

where the factor, F, has three parts given by

F - F1 + F2 + F3  (4.4)

They are defined below.

F, F 1CF le(4.5)F1 Flc Fle(45

tOf tof

Flc= {exp(-f c ndt')}-{! - exp(-f c ndt')}
t ns ns
on on

E2 tf

Fle= f d(l - nTS (ton)/NTTS]- {exp(-2f ensdt')}
ei t of

tto

F 2  =f de f ofc nsndt. exp(-2e ns(t f-t))(.6
tf

0 on

E2 t t

r f f
F =j d f ensnrSdt.{exp(-2f ensdt')} (4.7)

j t t

Here, £=E/kBT. E2 is roughly the intrinsic Fermi level below which the

interface state levels are assumed to be all filled at all time. c and
ns

e nsare the thermal capture and emission rates of electrons at the

interface state whose energy level is Es or E=E s/k BT. n=n(x,t) is the

instantaneous electron concentration at position x. The integration time
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limits are defined as follows. t is the time when the charge begins
C

to move into the receiving ga e. t is the time when the charge !nderon

the receiving gate exceeds th, background charg<, ksuch as tUat from a

-1I

fat zero) already under the r ceiving gate before t c. t c+(fcl) is

the time when the charge unde" the receiving gate has reached a maximum

and begun to decrease or spreid out to the nex: gate. f i-s the clockci

frequency. tof is the time when the most of the charges have been

transferred to the next gate irom the receiving gate such that the charge

under the receiving gate has cropped to the background level. tc+(fcl

is the end of one charge tran .fer cycle. tf is approximately tci+(fcl

The energy E1 or I=EI, k BT separates the faster interface states

from the slower interface states. Thus, the states between the ccnd4uction

band, EC0, and E1 have larger thermal emission rates ens(E <E1 ) than those

between E and the intrinsic Iermi energy, E,. This energy boundary

which divides the shallower and faster states from the slower and deep

states is somewhat arbitrary. A rough definition is

ens (E1 ) - c <n(tof)> (4.8)

where the electron concentratton is averaged over the gate at t=tof and

the thermal equilibrium or mass action law relationship

ens (E1) Cns(E1)NCexp(-E/kBT) (-.9)

is used. NC is the effective density of states of the conduction band.

The Equation (4.3) with the three factors is derived from the

rate equation of electron density trapped at the interface state,

dns/dt - cns(N - nS) - e n + r (t) (L.10)

TS dtn TTS ;-S ns TS s

where r (t) is a random generating function. Using the small-signal
S

expansion for small amplitude noise, nTS(x,t) = nos(x,t) + InTs(x,t),
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the solution for the fluctuating part of the trapped electron density is

t tI

SnTS (x,t) -fdt'r s(t')- exp(I- f dt"[c nsn(x,t") + e nsj (4.11)
0 0

Taking the ensemble average over the active area of the device, the

trapped charge fluctuation is then given by

CG t
G f

2 (t )>/A -fn0)c n + 0 e x

5 (tf BTT~S Jo t TT TS ns TSens

tf

x exp(- 2 f dt'(cnsn + ens) (L.12)
t

'4tere use is made of

<rs(tl)rs(t2 )>A - [(NTTs - nTS)cn + n0sen]6(tl-t2) (4.13)

4.3 Summary and Qualitative Interpretation

The third factor, F given by Equation (4.7) reduces to the

simple result given by Equation (4.1) for constant NTT S and long

transfer time, i.e.

F 3 = n2 (4.14)

This is the case where the major contribution of noise comes from electron

trapping at the deeper interface levels. If the interfacz state density

depends on energy, then

F = 2 " [N Ts(E )/N TS1 (4.15)
3 TTSmax TT

where

Ema x  k BT (c ns NC(t -t f)/2]

and N S is the average over the energy gap as defined previously and it

cancels out the same factor in Equation (4.3).
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If the electron density is high or the width of the charge packet is

small, i.e. if c nsn(t of-t on) < 1, then Equation (4.15) is diminished

by this factor to give

3 =&2 • [NTTS(E max)/N TTS cnsn(tof-t)on (4 .16)

This differs from Equation (5.2) slightly because electron capture,

which is incomplete in the time interval tof-ton' can continue until

the charge packet has completely transferred out of this gate.

The factor F is associated with incomplete filling of the

interface state levels. Whea all the levels are filled, n T(t on)=NTTs

and FI=. Due to incomplete filling, the density of the occupied and

unoccupied interface states will both fluctuate over the entire active

device area and contribute noise, but at each interface state, the

densities are correlated since nTs(x,t) + [N (x) - n TS(x,t) ] = N TTS(X).

The factor F Ic comes from the filled traps and F1 e from empty traps.

The second factor, F comes from the random fluctuation of the

capture transition into the shallow energy level traps between EC and E1 .

This noise can become dominant when e ns(t of-t on) is large and when the

electron density is high. At low electron concentrations, its contribution

may be comparable to the noise due to random emission and incomplete

fling.
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V. SMALL-SIGNAL IMPEDANCE OF INTERFACE STATES IN CCD OR MOS DEVICES

5.1 Problem Identification

The major cause of transfer inefficiency in SCCD operated at

medium frequencies is the trapping of minority carriers by the interface

states located at the Si-SiO 2 interface [22]. The introduction of

background charge or fat zero eliminates most of the "fixed loss" due

to interface state trapping under the gate. The major source of

transfer inefficiency then comes from interface states at the edges of

the transfer electrodes. This occurs because the area of interface

over which a charge packet is stored is larger than that occupied by

background charge [23]. This is sometimes referred to as the non-linear

i-ss since the loss is a function of signal size [24]. Another major

source of transfer inefficiency is the trapping of minority carriers

by the interface states in the gap between ti~e electrodes. This can

be reduced by overlapping the gates of CCD [25]. The role of

interface states in causing trapping noise was studied in detail in

the previous sections, which showed that the following interface state

parameters are required to predict the noise and trapping inefficiency:

the density of the interface states, N TTs(E), and the thermal emission

and capture rates of electrons (for n-channel CCD), e (E) and c (E),ns ns

all as a function of energy. In this section, we describe our effort

to use the small-signal equivalent circuit model to obtain these

interface states parameters.
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5.2 Small-signal Equivalent Circuit Models for an MOS Capacitor with

lterace States

The Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) model of thermal generation-

recombination-trapping at an Lmperfection center has been applied to

one-level interface states by Sah [26]. The resulting equivalent circuit

is shown in Figure 5.1. For the interface branches, C is the trapped
SS

charge storage capacitance. ; is the hole capture conductance andssp

Gssn is the electron capture conductance. They are defined as follows:

2
C N f (1-f) (5.1)
ss kBT TTSss ss

2
G -C NS  (1-f (5.2)
ssn k BT ns SNTTS (-

2
C = q-c P N f (5.3)
ssp kBT ps S TTS ss

where NTTS is the areal density of a single-level interface state. f

is the electron occupancy factor of these states. c ns'c are the
3

electron and hole capture rate constants in cm /sec respectively.

NS , PS are the semiconductor electron and hole volume concentration

in #/cm 3 at the interface respectively. C is the oxide capacitance.
0

Neglecting bulk generation-recombination-trapping centers, one

can simplify the circuit in Figure 5.1 to one-lump equivalence as

shown in Figure 5.2 for an n-type substrate device biased into

accumulation (261. C is the electron storage capacitance in the bulk.n

It is given by

C= q Ndx (5 4)
n k3 T

-0

Similarly, if :he device is biased into inversion and the interface

edge effect is neglected, the equivalent circuit of Figure 3.1 can be
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OXIDE 1  BULK SEMICONDUCTOR
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C 0  --. A X --

Css c x GtX

Figure 5.1 The small-signal 
equivalent 

circuit for an MOS capacitor
deveoped by Sah [261 for a single-level 

interface state
and a single-level 

bulk recombination 
center.

coc 7 IJ&
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SSS rGS Ct3

GsCn Gs

Figure 
5.2 Simpliied 

one-lump 
equivalent 

circuit 
for an

n-type 
MOS capacitor 

with surface 
accumulation

of majority carriers.

of maorit cariers
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simplified to that shown in Figire -.3 [26]. Y is diffusion admittanced

;n the bulk and is 'iven by

d = q - DpP (I+ 'T ) -/(D , /(6.5)
kBT pB po p pO

po is the minority carrier lifetime. P and D are the minority

carrier concentration and diffusivity respectively. Under some

conditions, Yd is much smaller than other circuit elements and can be

treated as an open circuit.

In practice, interface states are not sin-l,-level but are

distributed in energy md space. The equivaIent circuit for interface

states distributed in energy can be described by a parallel array of

R-C branches, one (or each ,energy as shown in Figure 5.Ii F26, 27, 28J.

This array can be simplified by integrating over bandgap energies to give

tie series equivalent circuit of Figure -7.4b. Asymptotic formulae of

C and G for <<! and wT >>l were derived in reference [23,, where
se se sa Ss

= C /[G (1-f )] in the case ,f an n-tpe accumulation region.
SS SS ssn s

At very low frequencies with < 1. we have
ss

h-i r <<I, we have
se

Cse q/O TTS5

Cse 2q, aTTS /- ss5.7)

Equation (5.6) comes from ch, nt errace st a te I - is valid

Lor all energy levels ofI the interface states. -- 7 r. re 4t '-an be

used to obtain ?T rom experimental data is i:: -l- , h

interface state branch can be e:.:tracted Irom the :,it.

The effect -f interface states distri'L-u-,.. xice ",as

-een tudied usino two-step model-, c)nsisting of SRH transitions between

..... . . .. . . ----------...' " ".. . ..... . . . ... ... . . . . . .. I ... . .. 1 ii~ 111 . .. .. . _ - .. .. . . . '
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,cw

C CW

CC

CSS GSSP Yd

Figure 5.3 Lumped equivalent circuit model for an n-type
MOS capacitor biased into inversion range but
neglecting the interface edge effect to be
illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Css(E GsS(E)

(a)

Cse Gse

(b)

Figure 5.4 Lumped equivalent circuit model for interface
states distributed in energy. (a) Each series
branch corresponds to states at one energy.
(b) A one-lump equivalent circuit for the
the distributed circuit shown in figure (a).
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the band and the interface states and elastic tunneling transitions

between the interface states and the oxide traps distributed in the

oxide. The effect from this distributed tunneling model is most

significant on the frequency dispersion of MOS capacitance and

conductance at low frequencies, especially for the equivalent series

,:onductance G which drops at low frequencies.se

The experimental data on frequency dispersion for the aevice

biased into inversion cannot be explained by the simple model

snown in Figure 5.3 since the minority carrier diffusion admittance

is so small that the interface branch could hardly have any effect

on the frequency dispersion of the dt:vice admittance. Instead, the

interface edge region (IER), as shown in Figure 5.5, must be included

in the model. A circular geometry is used to simplify the analysis.

A two-dimensional equivalent circuit model is formed by adding a

transverse branch (in the radial direction) which accounts for the

int rface edge effect. This is shown in Figure 5.6a. The z direction

represents the usual MOS capacitor branch as in Figure 5.3. The

transverse or r direction represents the IER branch which is essentially

like the usual MOS capacitor branch but with radially distributed inter-

face states in the space charge region of the IER.

The circuit elements for the transverse branch are defined in

Table 5.1. Gt is treated as a short while C , G and Gt are treated
p n ssn n

as open because the semiconductor surface under the gate is inverted.

The resulting circuit is shown in Figure 5.6b which is further simplified

to Figure 5.6c since G is usually much larger than uC and since C
ssp ss p

in weak inversion is much smaller than C ss The circuit in Figure .6c
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QNR IER
Z Interface Edge

Region

n-Si -Inverted Surface
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ Layer

(a)

Interface Edge
Region (top view)

(b)

Figure 5.5 MOS capacitor structure. (a) The cross-sectional
view showing the interface edge region (IEP.) where
interface recombination may dominate. (b) The top
view of the interface edge region.
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Table 5.1 Definition of circuit elements in the transverse branch
of Figure 5.6

C = series interface s~ate capacitance of IER
ss

G t  series conductance of interface states in IER due to
ssn electron capture-emission

G t  series conductance of interface states in IER due to hole
ssp capture-emission

Ct  space charge layer capacitance of IERw

t

Y = minority carrier diffusion admittance along the transverse
d direction

G t  conductance of holes in valence band from inverted region
P to IER along the transverse direction

Gt conductance of electrons in conduction band from inverted
n region to IER along the transverse direction

is then converted to Figure 5.6d where

C = C + Ct (5.8)
s w w

S(Gs 2 + (U)Ct )2

C s C ssn ss (5.9a)
(Gs)2 +wC (C +C )

ssn ss ss ss

I 1 1 + 1
G Gt t /Gt 2 Gt (5.9b)
ss ssn I Ss ssn )

ssp
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t t

CO' C W ..

(a)

C-

- O IS SpIs GSsn

Cp

(b)
CS CS

(c) (d)

Figure 5.6 Complete and simplified equivalent circuit models for
n-type MOS capacitor in inversion with interface edge
effect. (a)Two-dimensional model. (b),(c),(d) simplified
models where the diffusion admittance Yd and Yt are opened.

d d
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For high and low frequencies, we have

(i) w - G' - GCt (6.10)
ss ssp

C' - C Ct /(C +C t ) (6.11)
ss ss ss ss ss

(ii) w - 0 1/G' - i/Ct + i/Gt (6.12)
ss ssn ssp

C' - c (6.13)
ss SS

Note that the correction C' (w -0) = C + C must be made for a
ss ss p

strongly inverted surface when C is comparable to or greater thanP

C . The value of the circuit elements can be extracted from the
sa

curves of calculated C' and G' /uj versus frequency from experimentalSs sS

data, using the asvmptotic formulae. Finally, we note that the interface

edge effect is not important in the accumulation region since the

majority carrier conductance ind storage capacitance is so large as

to short out the IER.

5.3 Device Fabrications and Measurements

The devices used in this study are made on n-type silicon with

<111> surface orientation. The geometry of the devices was shown in

Figure 5.5. The diameter of the capacitor is 80 mils. Phosphorus

+
predeposition was used to getter impurities and to form an n layer for

4ood back contact. The oxide was grown thermally at 12000C in dry

oxygen, followed by 20 minute annealing in dry argon ambient. The

0
trhickness of oxide is about 2600 A. Room temperature bias stress tests

'cere performed and the I MHz C-V curves 3howed necli4ible drift Of ions

'n the oxide. This is important since the shift in C-V curves due to

mobile ions will cause significant error in the total density of inter-

face states as well as in the frequency dispersion data.
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The actual substrate doping densities of the device was obtained

from low temperature equilibrium C-V curves with a fast negative

-2
voltage ramp. C was then plotted against VG and least-square fitted

to obtain N = 2/qc s (dC-2 /dV G). The minority carrier lifetime, T

was measured to be 7.4 wsec. using the capacitance transient method of

Sah and Fu [29]. The minority carrier diffusion admittance in Equation

(5.5) is Yd = 1.73x10-9 + jw 6 . 4 3xi0-15 mho/cm2 when w o< 1. Since

Yd is small, the approximation that Yd could be treated as an open

circuit in the equivalent circuit compared with other elements is

justified.

Three-terminal capacitance and conductance measurements were

made from I Hz to 10 Hz using a PAR-186 phase-sensitive detector-

amplifier connected to a Hewlett-Packard Multiprogrammer .utomatic

data acquisition system and a Hewlett-Packard 1000 minicomputer system.

The block diagram of the measurement system is shown in Figure 5.7.

The details of the admittance bridge are shown in Figure 5.8. The

transfer function is proportional to Gm + JC m if (Gm + jwCm)- R

The automated data acquisition system is controlled by a user program

which steps the bias voltage applied to the device and waits long

enough for output of the lock-in amplifier to settle. It then takes

a predetermined number of readings. The data are averaged and stored

in a magnetic disk file for further analysis. Very accurate experimental

data are obtained this way.

Accurate phasing for conductance is achieved by switching-in a

lossless capacitor with a value of the order of the oxide capacitance and

then looking for the phase at which there is no change in conductance readinc

when the lossless capacitor is switched in and out. Accu-ate phasinq
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Figure 5.7 The block diagram of the computer-controlled data

acquisition and analysis system for conductance and
capacitance measurements of a MOS capacitor.
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RC 3

Cs- CIm Gm

eL R eo

R R

Figure 5.8 The circuit diagram of the admittance bridge using
to measure the MOS admittance from I Hz to 100 KHz
using the PAR-186 phase-sensitive detector. ei is
the reference audio signal and eo is proportional to
a.c. current flowing in the MOS admittance which is
connected to the differential input of the PAR-186.
CS is the standard calibration capacitance and Cm and
Gm are the equivalent parallel capacitance and conductance
of the MOS capacitor under test.
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for conductance measurement is achieved in a similar manner by switching-

in a deposited precision carbon resistor with very low capacitance.

Calibration of the capacitance measurement is made by using a Boonton

71-3A push-button precision capacitor which has been calibrated at each

measurement frequency by capacitance bridges. Calibration of the

conductance measurement is done by taking advantage of the fact that

G/w is just an equivalent capacitance. The stray capacitance and

conductance of experiment jigs, cables and header were subtracted out

from the readings of the data acquisition program.

I MHz capacitance measurement was made by a computer controlled

data acquisition system using a Boonton 72A capacitance meter. The

amplitude of the small ac signal used in this study was between I to 10

mV whici is small compared with the thermal voltage k BT/q 26mV, so that

the linear small-signal model is vlid and the assumption that a constant

density of states is being probed hv small ac signals is justified.

The experimental frequency 'ispersion curves of capacitance and

conductance versus bias for a typical device are shown in Figures 5.9

and 5.10 respectively. Appreciable frequency dispersion was observed

in the frequency range from I Hz to 106 Hz. Series equivalent

circuit elements C' , G' relited to interface states are calculated
ss ss

from the measurements of C and G by transforming the circuit in
m m

Figure 5.11(a) to the circuit in Figure 5.11(b). In doing so, we have

assumed that the surface poteatial at a given bias is the same for

different frequencies. Thus, the semiconductor capacitance C can be
5

obtained from the 1 MHz C-V curve. C , the oxide capacitance was
0

also aIlculated from the 1 MHz C-V curve in strong accumulation

,s3ing the method of McNutt and Sah F30]. Accurate determination

-f the oxide capacitance is important in this study
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Figure 5.9 The measured equivalent parallel capacitance of
MOS capacitor 24-12C-16 as a function of d.c.
applied gate voltage with signal frequency as

the parameter.
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Figure 5.10 The measured equivalent parallel conductance of

MOS capa,.itor 24-12C-H6 as a function of d.c.

applied ;ate voltage with signal frequency as

the paraneter.
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0 m f, VG)

Ca(f ,VG)

(a)

C

Co

C' G 'ss ss

(b)

Figure 5.11 Equivalent circuit model of a MOS capacitor.

(a) The measured equivalent parallel admittance
and (b) the equivalent circuit applied to both
surface accumulation and inversion conditions.
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because in the accumulation range, the interface states capacitances

and the majority carrier storage capacitances .ru so large

that the measured capacitance C is close to the oxide capacitance.
m

In accunulation, we have C' = C and 0' = G as in Figure 5.4
ss se ss se

and 5.2. In inversion, C' and G' are given by Equation (5.9) and
ss ss

(5.10).

5.4 Discussion of Results

C' and G' /- versus frequency are plotted in Figure 5.12 and
ss ss

5.13 for Device 24-12C-H6 biaied into accumulation and inversion

respectively. From Figure 5.L2 and 5.13, we note that . isynptti.

formulae G' (w- ) G G and C' ( = 0) C indeed hol -J e deni-
ss ssp ss ss

of interface states at this potential can be calculated uiu.

Equation (5.6), P TTS C seq Cs/q> wich applies t, ao'a acumulation

and inversion since the equivalent circuits have the same form

(Figures 5.2 and 5.6d). The density of interface states was alsoI

obtained from Terman's method [31], i.e. by differentiating the I MrHz C-V

curve, dC/dV. The two results agree with each other fairly well in the

inversion region (V - V < 0) as indicated in Figure 5.14. In the
F

accumulation region, the iTTS from low frequency capacitance is 2 to 3

-lmes greater than that obtained by Tarman's technique.

The experimental accuracy of the capacitance measurements in

inversion for frequencies higher than 104 Hz is not good. This fact is

clearly shown in Figure 5.9. The capacitance in the inversion region

increases only slightly for frequencies above 10 4. The range of surface

potentials available in this stLuy is limited by experimental accuracy

's well as by the inning of surface potential due to high iensitv of

interface states.
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Figure 5.13 C' and ' /ho versus frequency for Device 24-12C-H6 at a

interface state level 110.6 mV above the intrinsic Fermi level.
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of tne interface state density measured by
two methods (low frequency Css and Terman's analysis)

as a function of its energy measured from the intrinsic
Fermi energy, Vs -VF. EC is located near 0.6 V.
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The behavior of the low frequency C-V in Figure 5.9 can be

readily explained using the equivalent circuit of Figure 5.6d.

C is estimated to be 8.5x105 pF/cm
2 from Figure 5.13. Cs= 104 pF/cm

2

SS S

and C 1.33xlO4 pF/cm 2 . Therefore as 0 - , C' in Figure 5.6d
0 SS

dominates and the measured capacitance approaches the oxide capacitance

C as shown in Figure 5.9.0

5.5 Summary of Results

Simple one-lump equivalent circuits were derived. They were

found to be quite successful in explaining the frequency response of

interface states. Vhen the device i6 biased into accumulation, the

series equivalent circuit for interface states together with a two-step

model involving Shockley-Read-Hall transitions and tunneling processes

works well. In the case of an inverted surface, a model which takes

into account the interface edge effect is proposed and found to be in

good agreement with experimental data. Both circuit models allow one

to calculate the density of interface states from low frequency inter-

Lace state capacitance and the results were compared with those obtained

from Terman's high-frequency C-V method [31]. The agreement between

these results was quite good. These equivalent circuits contain only

linear elements (capacitances and conductances). The interface state

properties can be obtained from the experimental values of the

"Lrcuit elements from the low and high frequency measurements of MOS

cipacitance and conductance.
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VI. BULK TRAPS IN BURIED-CHANNEL CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES

0.1 Problem Identification

In buried-channel charge-coupled devices (BCCD), the charge is

stored away from the Si-SiO 2 interface so that carrier trapping at

the interface states can be neglected. In this case, the trapping at

bulk impurities and defects limits the device performance. One may

introduce a small background charge (or fat zero) to reduce the transfer

inefficiency for a BCCD in a similar way to that used for a surface

channel CCD. In the presence of background charge, edge effects are

the dominant loss mechanism because the signal charge occupies a

larger volume than the background charge.

Unlike the interface states, the bulk states (or bulk traps)

have discrete energy levels in the energy gap. The thermal emission

rate of electron trapped by bulk states is related to the activation

energy and temperature by the Arrhenius equation

e = 7 v N esp(-E 71 
,

n ntc AK '

Here 7 is the capture cross section. v is the thermal velocity.n t

N is the density of states. EA is the activation energy. We note

that the emission rate, en or emission time constant, 7= I /e , is in
n n n

exponential function of temperature. Each species of bulk traps has

a characteristic lifetime given by Ecuation (6.1).

Experimental data of transfer inefficiency versus clock

frequencies reveal several peaks [32, 33]. Similar peaks were also

reported in BCCD noise measurements [341. It was shown that for a

three nhase CCD, the transfer inefficiency due to bulk state trapping

reaches the maximum v Lue when the clock frequency is related to
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emission lifetimes by [35]

f = (N + 1/3) [- ln(3N 2)]. (6.2)max a e a

Here N is the number of zeros preceding the first signal "one."
10 1' -3

Bulk trap densities between 10 1 and 10 12 cm have been reported

E32-341. Some of these bulk traps come from metallic impurities such

as gold, sulfur and iron unintentionally introduced during processing.

These impurities were identified by matching the measured activation

energy with the published data of known bulk traps [32]. A more

reliable identification is to match the measured emission time constants

trom the BCCD in a wide range of temperatures with published data of -

known bulk trap such as lold [36] and sulfur [371. The fact that the

bulk traps observed in BCCD could also come from crocess-induced df. -

[38, 39] has not been noted in the literature.

!,n implantat -m is tso: i rc. ri .e SCD. A -umcer

bulk trip levels were observed in silicon after ion implantation P,)J.

It is likely that some of these bulk states may still be present after

high temperature annealing since bulk trap densities in the range of lD0

11 0I  -3
to 10 cm is sufficient to :ause problems in BCCD. These bulk traps

can also come from 'hermally-- nduced defects or quenched-in centers.

Yau and Sah [38] reported two trapping levels located at 1.2 1 and

,).5-'2 eV below the conduction band !or n-type silicn. Collt [ 32'

observed two levels it 0.25 and ).54 eV below the conduction band in his

n-,.hannel BCCD. These -ould very well be the same quench-in levels

reported by Yau and Sah.

The ob ective - this rrc. t is to aJ:rt, cLractori.-

ilk traps whic:h :cav be intrWd iced H-:rin.:, 3CCD cr,:ossinc trep ; i 1-
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ion-implantation, expitaxial growth, thermal quenching, chemical

cleaning and diffusion.

6.2 Experimental Techniques

Transient capacitance techniques [41, 421 are used because of

their high sensitivity and also because the experimental conditions

of diode fabrication and measurements are very similar to the

operating conditions of the BCCD.

Our measurement has been computerized. A block diagram of the

apparatus used is shown in Figure 6.1. The device to be measured and

the temperature controller are shown in Figure 6.2. The detail

operation of the temperature controller was described in a previous

report [43]. The temperature controller is implemented in software

using proportional plus integral control. The controller is capable

of controlling the sample temperature to within +0.1 K during the

measurement in the temperature range from 85 K to 300 K. The controller

controls the heater power by altering the output voltage of the

HP 6224B power supply through the D/A card. The device temperature is

monitored by the Data Precision 5-1/2 digit voltmeter through two

isolated input cards.

The data sampling is controlled by a separate program. The

sampling program starts an experiment by sending a pre-determined bit

pattern to the TTL output card which Ln term triggers the pulse

generator (HP 8010A) to generate a pulse of preset amplitude and

duration. The resulting capacitance transient due to the pulse is

measured and converted into digital torm by a second 5-1/2 digit DM.

,he time at which each capacitance data is tiken i3 obtaine i from the
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junction - Lower
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Figure 6.2 The liquid nitrogen dewar, the device sample holder,
and the therocouples of the computer controlled
transient capacitance measurement setup.
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real-time clock in the minicomputer. The capacitance, time and the

temperature of each data point are stored in a disk file for plotting

and further analysis. A typical capacitance versus time plot is shown

in Figure 6-3. The temperatLre during the experiment is shown on the

upper part of the plot. The small random variation in temperature comes

from electrical noise picked up by the thermocouple wire which shows

that the device temperature was kept constant to better than +0.1 K.

6.3 Measurement of Bulk Trap Parameters

Thermal emission rate is obtained by least-square fitting the

C--t (capacitance versus time) data in Figure 6.3 to

C(t) = C - !'C-e the (6.3)

The thermal emission rates or the emission time constants -e

determined at many temperatures are then fitted to the equation

-1 tT = t \ (T/3 00 )m exp (-E/kBT).

Equation (6.4) is identical to Equation (6.1) except that the temperature

dependence of the pre-exponential factor is explicitly displayed

in (6.4). In general, the fitted thermal activation energy or the

energy level of the bulk traps depends on the choice of m in Equation

(6.4). The total capacitance change, s.C, during che entire transient

is related to the ratio of the bulk trap density to majority impurity

dopant or majority carrier concentration as follows [42]

iC/C = 4TT/2(NDD - N A). (6.5)

%AI'tion (.5 ) is vailid if &Cz-,C or N <<(N - NA). Thus, the
'TT 'DD -AA ) hs h

ipproximate densitv )f bulk traips can be obtained from C-t data and

EquItion (6.5).
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It is usually desirable to make a quick survey to determine

if there ire bulk traps present in a given sample. This sur,. e, which

we denote VSCTS (Voltage Stimulated Capacitance Transient Spectroscopy ,

can be performed using the computer cuntrolled data acquisition system

shown in Figure 6.1. In the VSCTS measurements, the device temperature

is raised from 77K to 300K either by i programmed slow linear or

nonlinear temperature ramp (known as the DLTS method [44]) or by

programmed small temperature steps (V;CTS). Instead of sampling the

entire capacitance transient at each constant temperature, the

capacitance is sampled at two preselected and fixed times, t1 and t).

This is illustrated in the inset of Figure 6.4. The capacitance

difference at these two times, C2 -C1 , is then stored and plotted as a

f'inction of temperature. Its magnitude is a function of temperature or

the emission time constant, T , and the sampling times t, and t ,. A

typ ical e:,ampie from a gold-doped silicon n+/p diode is snown in

iigure h--.. r'he occurence of the capucitance-difference-sir.a1 Deak

at a particular temperature (in this case 140K for the large peak) can

be understood from Figure 6.4. Consider a fixed pair of sampling

times, tI and t,, for all temperatures between 77K and 300K. At

low temperatures when the thermal emission time constant, 7 , is largee

compared with the sampling time interval, t2 -tI , the capacitance

transient decay is slow and C,-C is small. As temperature rises and

7 decreases, the capacitance transient decay rate increases ande

-C, will increase. However, at still higher temperatures,

becomes so short that the transient i nearly over at t,, so that

C -C I wou! azain be small. if the capacitance transient is truly

t:-z.onential, it :an )e easisy shown tat the thermal emission rate is
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given by [44]

e t i t • .n(r- /t )(6.6)

iigure 6.4 shows two p aks at 140K and 230K due to the two

gold levels in silicon. The .40K is due to hole emission from the

lower donor level, EV+35 5 mV. The higher temperature and smaller peak

at 230K is due to electron emission, even though the silicon substrate

is p-type. This is due to the fact that the emission time constant

depends on the emission rate of both electrons and holes trapped at

a given level (42]

e ilet = 1/(e + e) I/e (6.7)e n p n

since at this gold acceptor level near the midgap of silicon, the electron

emission rate is much higher than hole emission rate, i.e. e >>e .

The smaller amplitude of the 230K peak compared with the 140K

7eak is due to the fact that most of this midgap level is occupied by

holes in a p-type silicon and the trapped electron density is very small

compare( with the gold density. It is approximately given by

= N e /(e +e) N (e /e N (6.8)

*T TT p n p Au p n Au(6)

Fhe larger amplitude of the 140K peak corresponds to the trapped hole

concentration at the lower donor level and it is almost equal to the

old concentration, NTT or NAu*

The difference in capacitance signal at the two levels

pr,?vide3 another means of determining the minority carrier as well as

the majority carrier emission rates in one experimental transient

capacitance run.
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Figure 6.4 Voltage Stimulated Capacitance Transient Spectroscopy
(VSCTS) of a gold diffused n+/p silicon diode. The
inset shows the two-point sampling of the capacitance
transient. The capacitance meter noise is about 0.1 mpF.



6.4 Spurious DLTS (VSCTS) Signals from Surface Recombination

In interpreting VSCTS data, it is n.cessary to eliminate

signal from trapping in a surface channel. One example of this is

shown in Figure 6.5. This data is taken from the same device from

which data in Figure 6.4 is taken except that a MOS guard ring arind

the n+ contact is floated in Figure 6.5 while Figure 6.4 is obtained

with a negative voltage applied to the MOS guard ring to pinch off the

surface channel. The extra peak in Figure 6.5 comes from the surface

channel which is pinched off in Figure 6.4.

Another example of a surface effect is observed in an aluminum

on n-type silicon Schottky barrier diode. The VSCTS data taken

shortly after fabrication is shown in Figure 6.6. There are two peaks

at 120 and 300K as well as large noise. The 300K (midgap leveL2 peak

and the noise are related to the high reverse leakage current of

the device which is 6.A at -10 volts at room temperature. Since the

n-type surface area surrounding the 30 mil diameter circular diode is

not passivated, it is likely that the large leakage current :s caused

by water vapor around the edge of the diode [45:. This is confirmed

by baking the diode at 200C for 15 minutes in dry nitrogen ambiot.

The room temperature leakage current after bakeout was reduced to less

than 0.5 .jA at -10 volts. The VSCTS was then taken and is sho'. in

Figure 6.7 where the 30CK peak is eliminated and the ooise is

reduced to 0.1 mpF whicI is the instrument noise from the Boontcn

one MHz capacitance meter.

. ebom inatim enter. £: i e. r: 7: nto Sil-c1t2

' O :re, T :2 m.:)i:',2r -'ontr

r~ -nce rn-er~ I;e-ien i )-t i~ v, en ~t i1:;I
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oxygen implanted n+/p diode (implanted at AFCRL) previously

fabricated in our laboratory [401. The implant was done at high

13 2energy (2MeV) and high dose '10 ions/cm2). The VSCTS data for three

different filling pulse amplitudes are shown in Figure 6.8. The d.c.

bias voltage was IOV. Seven peaks are identified. They are labelled PI

tnrougn Fl. The relative change in the size of peaks at different

pulse amplitudes indicates that the bulk traps species have quite

different spatial distributions. The spatial distribution of each

bulk trap species can be measured using the differential bias voltage

technique [46]. The VSCTS data of another ion implanted diode from

the same wafer but annealed at 400C For 30 seconds in forming gas

ambient is shown in Figure 6.9. Peaks P2, P3 and P6 are eliminated:

P5 is barelv detectable. P1 decreases in size while P4 and P7

increase quite substantially. This result shows a reverse anneal

effect in which P4 (160K) and P7 (290K) have increased their

concentration during heating at 400C.
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Figure 6.5 VSCTS of the same n+/p gold-diffused silicon diode
as that in Figure 6.4 but with the '10S guard ring
f'oated. The MOS guard ring in Fikiure -.4 was ji sed
to -10 V *o cut off the surface channel
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VII. PERFORMANCE LIMITED BY INTERBAND I PACT IONZATION

The longitudinal electric field (longitudinal is the direction

along wiich the charges are transferred, i.e. the direction parallel to

the oxide-silicon interface) in a CCD varies from a minimum at the

center of a gate to a maximum at the center of a gap. For this

discussion, the magnitude of these electric fields are denoted by

Emin and EMax.

In order to achieve the highest possible charge transfer speed,

E . should be made as large as possible since the charge trasfer time

under the gate is approximately given by the gate length divided by the

drift velocity:

tgat e ' L/vd  L/.Emin  (7.1)

where -; i(E min) is the field dependent drift mobility. A similar estimate

can be made for the charge transfer time across the gap,

t d/v d = d/E (7.2)gap d EMax

where d is the length of the gap and -= -(E .ax If the gate length is

large, the transfer time under the gate may become diffusion limited

instead of Irift limited as 2iven by Equation (7.1). The cate tran~i

time for the diffusion limited condition is

' = L2/D = (L/uE)(ELq/k T) (L/,,EE) (gatetgat e  B (g.3)

which is larger than the drift limited case, Equation (7.1), by a factor

EL/(kBT/q) I Fgate (7.4)

before velocity saturation sets in at high electric field.

It is evident that the minimum electric field under the gate

should be made as high as possible to obtain high transfer speed. E. n
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has been estimated and was given by [47]

9

Emin  5(z V/L-) (7.5)

where V is the d.c. voltage difference between two adjacent gates.

.Or a CCD with overlapping gate or zero gap width, the maiimum _ap

field is approximately given by

EIax = V/5zox (7.6)

which must be smaller than the breakdown field of silicon, E Thus,

the minimum field must be less than

Emin  (zox/L)2 EBS (7.7)

The gate transfer time from Equation (7.1) using Equation (7.7) is then

t > L 3/(25Z 2UF) L > L (7.8)
gate Ox Fis sat(78

L/v L < L satsat sat(79

Here, L ks the gate length below which drift velocity saturation
sat

occurs due to hot electron effect while the gate voltage difference, V,

is kept as high as possible but just below the silicon breakdown field,

, BS. Thus, using v satuE min, Lsa t is then

Lsat = 5z JEiBS /Vsat (7.10)

The adjacent gate voltage difference required to get the highest Ein

under the gate before Si bulk breakdown occurs from Equations (7.5) and

(7.7) is

V 3zoxEBS (7.11)

These simple physical considerations giva us the necessary

design equations to determine the ultimate transfer time, which is

limited by the transfer time under the gate. As a numerical example,

let us assume that E Bs=10 V/cm above which excessive interband electron-

hole pair generation would destroy the zeros. Let us take z =0.1 .,m,
ox



an electron surface mobility of ,=700 cm"/Vs and a saturation velocity

of v s 4xlO 6 V/cm. Then,sat

L a 2.09 .,m (7.12)3at

For wide gate, such as L=10 im, we have the following results.

E 250 V/cm
min

V =5V

t - 5.71x10-9 s drift limited
gate
t 5.52x0 -8 s diffusion limited
gate

For narrow gate, such as L=l im, drift velocity saturation sets in so

3
that the gate transfer time decreases with L rather than L Thus,

Equation (7.9) must be used to estimate the transfer time. The results

are given below.

E . = 25 KV/cmmin

V = 5 V

t = 2.5xi0 - I I s drift limited
gate

t = 5.5x10'1 s diffusion limited
gate

In both of these case, the Emin under the gate is sufficiently high that

the charge transfer time under the gate is limited by drift rather than

by diffusion.

The total charge transfer time is the sum of the gate and gap

transfer times. However, for overlapping gates, the gap transfer time

is quite small compared with the gate transfer time and can be neglected

as a first estimate.

The gate transfer time given by Equation (7.8) shows that the

ultimate lmit is affected by the maximum tolerable electric field in

the silicon, EBS. The value we used for the numerical example, 10 V/cm,
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is a rather high field which will give i electron-hole pair production

-1
rate of about i00 cm per eiectrm or an increase of electron density

of 0.01 in a gate of 10- 4 cm length. Thiz, 1% increase will become

significant after passing through 100 charge transfer gates. In

addition, the noise associated with the random pair production will

also limited dynamic range. Thus, a smaller value of EBS )r applied

voltage between adjacent gates may have to be used which would reduce the

frequency response or increase the transfer time of the device.

Reliable interband impact ionization rate data at low electric

field are not available. Some measurements have been obtained at low

fields using junction gate field effect transistors [48]. Charge

coupled devices offer alternative structures to get the low field data.

A carousel or racetrack three-phase structure has been designed and

fabricated with two-micron gap and relatively large gate length.

The top view of a device is shown in Figure 7.1. The circulating

charge packets will generate electron-hole pairs. The generated holes

will flow into the p-type silicon substrate and produce a substrate

current from which the hole ionization rate can be obtainel. Since

there is essentially no substrate current without electron-hole pair

production, the substrate current measurement can detect very low

hole currents at low impact ionization rates and low electric field.

in addition, the CCD structure gives the impact ionization rate at the

Si-SiO, interface where additional surface scattering mechanisms may

influence the electric field dependence of the ionization rate. This

project has just begun and will continue in a new contract.
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Figure 7.1 The top view of a three-phase silicon charge
coupled device. The gap is 2 l,m.
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